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● Alcohol:15%
● Seimaibuai (rice milling percentage): 70％
● Nihonshu-do(Sake Meter Value + dry, -sweet): ＋ 1
● Acidity: 1.8 ● Amino acidity: 1.7
● Rice: Toyo-nishiki (100% Japanese-grown organic rice)
● Volume: 750ml
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A flavorsome full-bodied
tribute to a Japanese
citizen of the world
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chosen as the brewer for this most
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calligraphy, the sake's flavor packs quite

When it comes to food options,
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the intense flavor imparted by old-style
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golden tinge glows even more in the
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beauty. This is a sake with a quietly
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discussion of sake is complete without
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beverage made entirely from rice and
water. This changed with the rice
shortage following World War II and led
to the emergence of imitation brews,
called sanzoshu, which contained
additives such as brewer's alcohol
diluted with water, acidifiers, and MSG.
Cheap sanzoshu varieties became
instant bestsellers, threatening the
market for junmaishu. Despite this
difficult situation, the Niida Honke
brewery resolutely kept the faith.
Believing that sake must be a “good and
healthy drink”, the brewery has been
producing junmaishu exclusively ever
since 1711, using 100 percent
naturally-grown (chemical-free) rice and

of the movie world.
“Kurosawa Akira” can be imbibed at

